ETHICAL: Leaders espouse humility, honesty, and ethical practices. They are committed to civic engagement and dedicated service to others. Leaders have strong morals and put their integrity ahead of personal or professional gains.

PURPOSEFUL: Leaders are flexible life-long learners who attack each day with purpose. They are introspective and aware of personal strengths, weaknesses, beliefs, and biases. Leaders’ honest self-understanding allows them to make meaningful life and career decisions.

PROFESSIONAL: Leaders are polished individuals. They present strong personal brands, maximize networking opportunities, and positively influence others. Leaders exhibit tact and business savvy to skillfully navigate personal and organizational dynamics.

INCLUSIVE: Leaders are globally prepared individuals who value difference. They seek out diverse team members and ensure inclusive environments where the convergence of cultures and ideas drive innovation.

COLLABORATIVE: Leaders articulate compelling vision to inspire others. They draw on many perspectives to guide their practice, using exceptional communication skills, humor, and emotional intelligence to resolve conflicts and build relationships. Leaders empower others and build teams to solve complex problems.

College of Engineering Leadership Academy
Visit the Leadership Center in Johnson Hall 219

Visit us online at: leadership.engr.oregonstate.edu
• Expand your perspectives and professional network
• Accelerate your development of dynamic leadership skills
• Increase your competitiveness for employment
• Join a diverse and supportive community of highly-motivated people

“The Leadership Academy offers OSU Engineering students a unique opportunity to develop communication, networking, and leadership skills that are under-represented in traditional engineering curricula, but critical to career success.”

-Kalan Guiley
787 Systems Integration,
The Boeing Company

“The program has helped me better understand the role of an engineer in a company, the skills I should develop while in college, and different opportunities to take advantage of.”

-Winnie Tafempa Messa
2018 Graduate Electrical Engineering

Join an elite group of engineering students who are paid to represent the college to prospective students, parents, alumni, and donors at a variety of events.

Secondary tier of the Leadership Academy that allows students to gain international recognition for their progress on one of the Grand Challenges of Engineering in the 21st Century.

Develop your professional, interpersonal, and leadership skills through interactive workshops, mentorship with industry partners, and professional experiences such as: industry trips, mock-interviews, and internships.